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DELAYED-DAMAGE MODELLING FOR FRACTURE PREDICTION 
OF LAMINATED COMPOSITES UNDER DYNAMIC LOADING 

O. AL LI X (EVRY) and J.-F. DE U (CACHAN)

The basie aspects of a damage meso-model with delay effects for laminated composites are 
presented. The applications concern fracture prediction under severe and multiaxial dynamie 
loading. In order to illustrate the possibilities and the mechanical significance of the proposed 
model for the prediction of rupture, especially the role of the delay effect, various simulations 
of one-dimensional wave propagation are performed. Then, a more complex finite element cal
culation is presented in order to show the ability of the model to predict the response of a 
composite structure until complete fracture. 

1. lNTRODUCTION

The aim of this paper is to present the basie aspects of a delay-damage 
meso-model of laminated composites, such as SiC-SiC or carbon-epoxy lami
nates. The application concerns the fracture prediction of this kind of structure 
under severe and multiaxial dynamie loading. For such loading, the notion of ho
mogenised materiał is meaningless. The first key point is thus to define the scale 
at which the materiał may be properly described. A pragmatic approach consists 
in determining a characteristic length of the main damage mechanisms which are 
the same in statics and in dynamics. For example, in the case of carbon-epoxy 
materials, these mechanisms are (i) delamination (ii) insi de the layer: matrix 
microcracking, fibre/matrix debonding and fibre fracture. Moreover, at least in 
statics, they appear to be nearly homogeneous throughout the thickness of each 
layer. 

Our proposal is thus to test an extension to dynamics of a damage meso-model 
previously defined [1] and developed in statics [2, 3]. The main feature of this 
damage meso-model is to introduce the damage mechanisms previously described 
by means of internal damage variables which are constant throughout the thick
ness of each ply. Furthermore, an interface damage model is introduced to deal 
with delamination [4]. Since the damage evolution due to force variations cannot 
be instantaneous, a delayed-damage model is introduced [l]. 




































